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Sciformix’s RightOutcomes –
A Unique Solution that Leverages
Real World Evidence for Enhanced Insight

Evidence Driven Patient Access
Clinical trials, despite their central role in evidence based medicine, cannot help anticipate all patient outcomes in
the real world. Patient Access to innovative Health Care Interventions depends on demonstrable benefits in
terms of Health Outcomes, Economic Benefits, and Quality of Life in real world settings.
Today Health Economics and Outcomes Research (HEOR) and Real World Evidence (RWE) professionals
struggle with the unique challenges of Real World Data (RWD), especially with identifying the required datasets,
data handling and curation, querying different cohorts and patient subgroups, and separating signal from noise
to make the data analysis-ready and generating insights. Furthermore, integrating and mining of Real World
datasets from diverse sources is challenging.
The complex nature of RWD demands a hybrid approach that combines sophisticated analytics tool with RWE
domain expertise.
Sciformix has partnered with Saama Technologies to bring you RightOutcomes, a unique solution offering that
delivers patient centric outcome analytics. RightOutcomes incorporates Sciformix’s domain expertise in RWE &
HEOR and is powered by Cohort BuilderTM and Patient PathwaysTM from Saama’s award-winning Life Science
Analytics CloudTM (LSAC) platform.

RightOutcomes allows for differentiation based on comparative effectiveness, adherence, long term safety
profiling, patient sub-group benefit analysis and unmet need identification. Some examples include:

• Identifying patients at risk for outcomes of interest (e.g. stroke or heart failure) and analyzing endpoints,
Patient Reported Outcomes (PRO’s), economic outcomes, and cost drivers

• Analyzing the relation between baseline characteristics and outcomes of interest,
while comparing two or more patient cohorts

• Studying patient pathway in terms of treatment progression
• Ability to run propensity score matching in order to make patient quotes comparable, customized statistical
and analytical modules can be added to the platform as needed
With RightOutcomes, Sciformix offers sponsors the best of both worlds – proven HEOR/RWE expertise, coupled
with an innovative technology platform to capture the insights into how a given disease is treated and/or
managed, its clinical outcomes and economic profile, allowing life sciences companies to demonstrate the value
benefits of their medicinal products.

How is RightOutcomes Different?
• Powerful combination of RWE and HEOR domain expertise and analytics tool
• Use your own or one of our EHR and Claims data vendors
• Customized to meet your unique therapeutic area (TA) and analytical needs
• Built-in Cohort Builder, Patient Pathways and Analytics engine
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Trusted Services. Built on Science.
Sciformix Corporation is a leading scientific knowledge-based
organization that provides process, technology and consulting
services to the life sciences industry. We collaborate with our
clients through the entire product development lifecycle to
provide a full range of services from study design to post
marketing surveillance and commercialization support.

